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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1966-1969 Hemi Thermal Choke Tube Set Reproduction thermal choke tubes for 1966-69 Street Hemi
models. Each set includes upper and lower tubes and a white
heat- resistant cover for the upper tube. The lower tube has the
correct fi tting to screw into the right hand exhaust manifold.
Available in OE material or stainless steel.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMD6669S 94.06

1966-1971 Air Cleaner Breather Hose Kit Reproduction air cleaner hose set for all Mopar A, B and E-Body
models produced from 1966-71. Each kit features correct
grooved hose and clamps and will fit and install on all black steel
air cleaners.Applications:1966-71 Mopar A, B & E-Body (ALL)
W/Black Steel Air Cleaner

CRICMN1009 36.94

1966-1971 Air Cleaner Stud/Nut Set (1969/440-6,
1966-71/HEMI)

Premium quality correct wing nut and stud set for 1969 440 Six
Pack with Fresh Air and lift-off style 6 pack hood. Each set is
produced to exact original specifications and includes 2 studs
and 2 wing nuts. These parts will also fit 1966-71 Hemi models
with Carter AFB carb. Studs measure 3-7/8" length.

CRICMF650 26.86

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1966-1971 Hemi Carbs Rod Swivel (Front) - Ea Premium quality reproduction carburetor interconnecting rod
swivel and nut for 1966-71 Mopar models with a 426 Hemi
engine. These were used on the front and the rear of the
carburetor. Cadmium plated as original and includes zinc
phosphate Hex conisems nut.

CRICMP700232 26.86

1966-1971 Hemi Carbs Rod Swivel (Rear) - Ea Premium quality reproduction carburetor interconnecting rod
swivel and nut for 1966-71 Mopar models with a 426 Hemi
engine. These were used on the front and the rear of the
carburetor. Cadmium plated as original and includes zinc
phosphate Hex conisems nut.

CRICMP700230 26.86

1966-1971 Hemi Throttle Linkage Replacement progressive throttle linkage for 1966-71 Hemi
models with inline 2-4 barrel carburetors. Includes the correct
plated ends, ball-end bolt for throttle cable and mounting bolt.

CRICMP700200 193.18

1966-1971 Idle Solenoid Lower Boot (Hemi, Six Pack) Reproduction idle solenoid boot for models which utilized the fast
idle solenoid. This boot fits all 1964-71 Mopar models equipped
with Six Pack and Hemi engines which required a fast idle
solenoid.

CRICMD2398 25.18
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1966-1971 OE Air Cleaner Stud (Hemi w/Carter Carburetor) Replace the missing or damaged air cleaner mounting hardware
on your Mopar with our correctly manufactured replacement stud.
Each stud features original phosphate finish with correctly formed
thread lengths on each end for a factory fresh
appearance.Applications:1966-71 Mopar Models W/Hemi Engine
W/Carter AFB Carb1969 Mopar Models W/440 6-Pak Engine
W/Lift-Off Hood

CRICMF227 6.70

1966-1973 Throttle Return Springs Not only can incorrect throttle return springs take away from the
appearance of your Mopar, they can also be downright
dangerous if they do not have the tension and strength
specifications for your application. DonÍt risk using incorrect
universal springs that can cause unsafe or engine-damaging
conditions. These throttle return springs feature the correct
number of windings for proper tension and are powder coated in
correct colors for a long-lasting authentic appearance.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMF218 13.42

1966-1974 Air Cleaner Stud & Wing Nut Sets Carburetor air cleaner stud and wingnut set. Stud measures 3-6"
and wingnut is 1/4"-20 thread
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICT2175 6.70

1966-1974 Carburetor Cover (4bbl) Produced using tough plastic construction. For use on all 4 bbl.
carburetors. 5 1/8 diameter.

CRICT2012 15.10

1966-1974 Carburetor Rod Clip - LH Premium quality reproduction carburetor rod to accelerator rod
clip. Manufactured to original specifications for a correct
replacement. Fits 5/32" rod diameter, LH and RH, 11/64" i.d.

CRICJ00937 5.02

1966-1974 Carburetor Rod Clip - RH Premium quality reproduction carburetor rod to accelerator rod
clip. Manufactured to original specifications for a correct
replacement. Fits 5/32" rod diameter, LH and RH, 11/64" i.d.

CRIC3962782 5.02

1966-1974 Carburetor Tee Connector Cap (5/32") For all carburetors that require a vacuum fitting for a 5/32" tube. CRIC3928101 5.02

1966-1974 Idle Screw Caps (big block,Hemi) - PR Replacement idle screw caps snap on the idle mixture screws of
Carter AVS and Holley carbs. Applications are available for big
block and hemi engines. Big block caps are red. Sold as a pair.
For 383 ci, 400 ci, 440 ci and 426 Hemi engines.

CRICMF299 20.14

1966-1974 Idle Screw Caps (small block) - PR Replacement idle screw caps snap on the idle mixture screws of
Carter AVS and Holley carbs. Applications are available small
block engines. Small block caps are black in color. Sold as a pair.
For 273 ci, 318 ci, 340 ci, 360 ci small blockengines.

CRICMF298 20.14

1966-1974 OE Air Cleaner Stud (single 4bbl) Factory service replacement air cleaner stud for use with all
Mopar engines built from 1962-74 which feature a
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factory-equipped single 4-barrel carburetor. Trim to fit for your
application

1966-1974 Reproduction Air Cleaner Wing Nut Replace the missing or damaged air cleaner mounting hardware
on your Mopar with our correctly manufactured reproduction
wingnut. The reproduction wingnut will fit all 1/4-20UNC air
cleaner studs. Each wingnut is stamped from heavy gauge steel
to duplicate original diimensions and zinc plated for proper
appearance and a long lasting shine.

CRICMF230 3.34

1966-1974 Small Block Six Pack Installation Kit This reproduction six pack installation kit comes with everything
you need to hook up a small block six-barrel induction system. Kit
includes throttle cable, fuel lines, coil bracket, linkage kit, choke,
nuts, springs and washers.

CRICMN45058 554.38

1966-1974 Throttle Cable Mounting Brackets Faithfully manufactured throttle cable mounting brackets for a
variety of Mopar engine applications. Now you can stop scouring
swap meets and salvage yards for these hard-to-find brackets
and pick up an authentic replacement. Each bracket comes
complete with hold down and features phosphate finished hex
coni keps nuts as original. Applications will fit 4 speed and
automatic transmission equipped vehicles as listed.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMN2542 89.02

1966-1974 Throttle Cable Retaining Clip & Nut Replacement throttle cable retainer clip and nut. This part was
original equipment for all Chrysler engine applications and is no
longer available from Chrysler. This replacement features a
correct bright zinc plated throttle cable retaining clip and black
phosphate coni keps nut as original.

CRICMF226 15.10

1966-1974 Throttle Return Spring Brackets Faithfully manufactured throttle return spring brackets for a
variety of engine applications. Now you can stop scouring swap
meets and salvage yards for these hard-to-find brackets
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMF209 31.90

1967-1971 Air Cleaner Pie Tins Die-stamped aluminum ñtinsî that fit on top of the air cleaner lids
of Hi-Po engines. Each tin features color logos for engine size
and series name. Red logos were used through late 1968 and
orange logos were used for most 1969 models and later
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMN1026 105.82

1967-1974 Throttle Cable Retaining Clip - Ea Premium quality reproduction retaining clip used to secure the
throttle cable to the firewall on all 1967 and later vehicles with the
round throttle cable housing.

CRICML18352 16.78

1968-1969 Carter AVS Bracket & Dashpot Assembly (340,
383, 440)

Premium quality reproductions of the Carter AVS bracket, lever,
and carburetor dashpot assembly used on all 1968-69 340, 383,
and 440 four-speed applications. The kit includes: the formed
mounting bracket, primary throttle shaft lever, 2 correct bracket
mounting screws, and the dashpot assembly with jam nut. Parts
are formed from correct gauge material and are cadmium-plated
like originals. Dashpot includes correct manufacturing markings
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and all the details of an original part. These parts help keep your
car from stumbling when you suddenly lift the throttle!Reference
Chrysler part #2933 141 for the mounting bracket. Used on
Carter AVS carburetor #4424S, 4426S, 4428S, 4611S, 4615S,
4711S, and 4617S.

1968-1969 Carter AVS Dashpot Assembly & Bracket (426
HEMI)

Premium quality reproduction Carter AVS and AFB Dashpot
assembly and bracket for 1968-69 Mopar models with 340, 383,
426, and 440 all for 4-speed applications. Dashpots help keep
your car from stumbling when you suddenly lift off the throttle.
The set includes: the formed mounting bracket, primary throttle
shaft lever, two bracket mounting screws, and the Dashpot
assembly with jam nut.Note: Used on Carter AVS carburetor
numbers 4424S, 4426S, 4428S, 4611S, 4615S, 4711S, and
4617S and ICMP700252 also fits AFB numbers 4431S and
4620S.

CRICMP700253 238.54

1968-1969 Carter AVS/AFB Dashpot Assembly (340, 383,
440)

Premium quality reproduction Carter AVS and AFB Dashpot
assembly and bracket for 1968-69 Mopar models with 340, 383,
426, and 440 all for 4-speed applications. Dashpots help keep
your car from stumbling when you suddenly lift off the throttle.
The set includes: the formed mounting bracket, primary throttle
shaft lever, two bracket mounting screws, and the Dashpot
assembly with jam nut.Note: Used on Carter AVS carburetor
numbers 4424S, 4426S, 4428S, 4611S, 4615S, 4711S, and
4617S and ICMP700252 also fits AFB numbers 4431S and
4620S.

CRICMP700252 78.94

1968-1969 Unsilenced Air Cleaner Assembly Replcement unsilenced air cleaner assembly for 1968-69 Mopar
B-Body models with a 340, 383 or 440 CI engine and a single
4-barrel carburetor. Each assembly includes the base and the
top.Applications:1968-69 Mopar B-body W/ 340, 383 or 440-Ci &
single 4-bbl carb

CRICMN1015 453.58

1968-1970 Throttle Cable (Hemi, 19-3/4" long) Connect the accelerator linkage to the carburetor with this Mopar
Performance throttle cable. Includes the retaining clip and plug to
finish the installation.

CRICMN2225 100.78

1968-1971 Carter AVS 4-Barrel Choke Assembly 4-barrel Carter AVS choke assembly. Features correct markings
stamped on the choke housing and yellow chromate and zinc
finished parts as original. Includes carburetor attaching clip and
correct mounting screw
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMF653. 89.02

1968-1971 Date Coded Breather Hose - ft These hoses are date coded with correct lettering and color on
quality Gates hose. Score more points at judging with products
with an authentic appearance. Sold by the foot. 11?32" ID exactly
as original
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMD2330 28.54

1968-1971 OE Air Cleaner Stud (w/Carter AVS Carburetor) Replace the missing or damaged air cleaner mounting hardware
on your Mopar with our correctly manufactured replacement stud.
Each stud features original phosphate finish with correctly formed
thread lengths on each end for a factory fresh
appearance.1?4"-20 x 5" long.For 1966-71 with Carter AVS.

CRICMF228 6.70
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1968-1974 Throttle Cables These throttle cables for 1967-76 Mopar models connect the
accelerator linkage to the carburetor. Modeled after the originals
installed by the factory.

CRICMN2228 100.78

1969-1971 Air Cleaner Baseplate (426 Hemi, steel) Reproduction air cleaner baseplate for 1969-71 Mopar 426 Hemi
models. This baseplate sits directly on the carburetor and serves
as the mounting point for the upper components of the air cleaner
assembly. Replace your rusted or missing original with this
quality reproduction to freshen your underhood appearance.
Manufactured out of steel.Applications:1969-71 B & E-Body
models W/Hemi Engine W/NON- shaker Oval Air CleanerNote:
This air cleaner base is designed only for use with original 4-7/8"
topped Carter carburetors and original factory intake manifolds.

CRICMD7118 1298.62

1969-1971 Air Cleaner Baseplate (426 Hemi, w/Edlebrock
carbs)

Reproduction air cleaner baseplate for 1969-71 Mopar 426 Hemi
models with Edlebrock carbs. This baseplate sits directly on the
carburetor and serves as the mounting point for the upper
components of the air cleaner assembly. Replace your rusted or
missing original with this quality reproduction to freshen your
underhood appearance. Manufactured out of
steel.Applications:1969-71 B & E-Body models W/Hemi Engine
W/NON- shaker Oval Air CleanerNote: This air cleaner base is
designed only for use with Edlebrock carbs

CRICMD7138 1384.30

1969-1971 Air Cleaner Lid (HEMI) Replcement metal air cleaner lid in orange for 1969-72 Mopar
models with Hemi engine. Each lid will replace the original
exactly.Applications:1969-72 Mopar models w/Hemi with oval air
cleaner

CRICMD2319 209.98

1969-1971 Six Pack Carburetors These reproduction carburetors from Holley are nearly exact
duplicates of the ones that came on 1969-71 six pack engines,
from the vacuum hook-ups and fuel inlets to the dichromate
finish.Note: Only center carburetors have a choke
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICH4790 727.89

1969-1972 Air Cleaner Lid (air grabber hood, 4bbl) Replcement metal air cleaner lid in orange for 1969-72 Mopar
models fitted with the air grabber option. Each lid will replace the
original exaclty.Applications:1969-72 Mopar models w/Air
Grabber hood option & 4bbl Carb

CRICMB6008 209.98

1970 Air Cleaner Lid (six pack) Replcement metal air cleaner lid in orange for 1969-70 Mopar
models fitted with the Six-Pack option. Each will replace the
original exaclty.Applications:1969-70 Mopar models w/340 or 440
6-pack option

CRICMD2318 209.98

1970 Six Pack Air Cleaner Assembly Kit (440,w/cold air) Low profile reproduction of the original six-pack air cleaner
assembly from Mopar Performance. Each assembly includes the
metal base, lid, 2 studs, 2 nuts, 2 gaskets.Applications:1970
Mopar models fitted with 6-Pack option 440 with cold air

CRICMN1145 911.54

1970 Six Pack Installation Set (440-6) Premium quality installation set allows you to hook up a big block
six barrel induction system.Includes: throttle cables, fuel lines,
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coil brackets, linkage kits, chokes, nuts, springs, and washers.For
use on 4-speed or automatic transmissions.Note: Remove pin
and spacer for use on 4-speed equipped 1970 vehicles

1970-1971 6 Pack Carburetor to Air Cleaner Gasket Set Premium quality correct reproduction black Garlock rubber throat
gaskets used on the Holley 2300 series carburetors, designed for
the 6 barrel setup.

CRICMD2596 15.10

1970-1971 Air Cleaner Lid (440-6bbl, w/90 degree lip) Replcement metal air cleaner lid in orange for 1970-71 Mopar
models fitted with the 440 Six-Pack option with a 90 degree lip.
Each will replace the original exaclty.Applications:1970-71 Mopar
models 440 6-pack option

CRICMP700210 209.98

1970-1971 Air Cleaner Stud/Nut Set (340/440-6) Premium quality correct stud and wing nut set for 1970-71 340 or
440 Six Pack. Each set is produced to exact original
specifications and includes 2 studs and 2 wing nuts. Studs
measure 2-1/2" length

CRICMF652 36.94

1970-1971 Holley Six Pack Float Bowl Screw Set - 24Pc Correct length screws (4 long & 8 short) in the zinc dichromate
finish as original. Includes 12 gaskets. New Holley carbs have
hex head screws that are incorrect for the period, so replace
them with correct style parts and maintain an OE appearance.

CRICMF231 40.30

1970-1971 Holley Six Pack Vacuum Diaphragm Screw Correct replacement 8-32 x 5/8î phillips head screws in the zinc
dichromate finish as original. If your Holley Six Pack vacuum
diaphragm pot screws are damaged or missing, replace them
with these correct replacement parts.Note: Sold individually; six
screws are required per carburetor.

CRICMF232 1.66

1970-1971 Idle Solenoid Keep your Mopar 340 or 440 running smoothly by replacing the
faulty idle solenoid with this quality reproduction. Correct fit and
appearance for 340ci and 440ci Mopar engines. For 1970-71
models.

CRICMD2397 233.72

1970-1971 Six Pack Air Cleaner Assembly Kit (w/o cold air) Low profile reproduction of the original six-pack air cleaner
assembly from Mopar Performance. Each assembly includes the
metal base, lid, 2 studs, 2 nuts, 2 gaskets. Air filter not
included.Applications:1970 Mopar models fitted with 6-Pack
option 440 with cold air

CRICMN1013 780.20

1970-1971 Six Pack Air Cleaner Element This reproduction air cleaner element has been carefully
reverse-engineered from Mopar originals and upgraded to
modern standards. The correct color rubber is combined with an
improved filter media for superior performance while galvanized
stainless steel support screens offer an authentic appearance
that won't corrode.

CRIC2946186 235.18
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1970-1971 Six Pack Throttle Rods with Clips - PR Premium quality reproduction Six Pack carburetor throttle rods
with clips for Mopar models with 340 and 440 Six Pack
applications. These rods connect the center carburetor to the
front and rear carburetors and are not included when you
purchase a new set of carburetors.Includes both the LH and RH
throttle rod clips to connect to each carburetor. Finished in
correct light yellow zinc dichromate.

CRICMP700233 38.62

1970-1971 Six-Pack Carburetor Linkage Replacement carburetor linkage for six-pack equipped engines.
Linkage connects the front and rear carburetors with the center
carburetor . Linkage includes gold-anodized front and rear
carburetor rods with clips, adjusting pivots and pin. Sold
assembled.Fits 340 and 440 engines with 3 2bbl carb set up

CRICMP700207 83.98

1970-1971 Six-Pack Choke Assembly Replacement choke assembly for six-pack equipped engines.
Features the yellow chromate and zinc finished parts as original.

CRICMP700205 125.98

1970-1972 Air Cleaner Airbox to Baseplate Seal (air grabber
hood)

Replacement air cleaner airbox to baseplate seal for use with
1969-72 Mopar models which were equipped with the Air
Grabber. Replace this seal to freshen the appearance of your air
cleaner area.

CRICMN1010 188.14

1970-1974 OE Air Cleaner Stud (340 & 440 Six Pack) Replace the missing or damaged air cleaner mounting hardware
on your Mopar with our correctly manufactured replacement
studs. Each stud features original phosphate finish with correctly
formed thread lengths on each end for a factory fresh
appearance.Note: 340 and 440 six pack require 2
studs.1?4"-20.For 1970-71 340 and 440 six pack engines.

CRICMF229 15.10

1971 Six Pack Installation Set (440-6) Premium quality installation set allows you to hook up a big block
six barrel induction system.Includes: throttle cables, fuel lines,
coil brackets, linkage kits, chokes, nuts, springs, and washers.For
use on 4-speed or automatic transmissions.

CRICMN45060 487.18

1971 Throttle Cable (w/six pack) This throttle cable for 1970-71 Mopar B/E-Body models with Six
Pack engines connects the accelerator linkage to the carburetor.
Modeled after the originals installed by the factory.

CRICMN2237 149.50

1971-1972 Air Cleaner Lid (N96) Commonly referred to as the "Ram Charger" or "Air Grabber"
option, and was also used in the "Shaker" option package for
E-bodies, better known as the N96 Fresh Air hood option
package. All vehicles equipped with the N96 option group shared
an identical air cleaner lid. Replace your dented, rusty or missing
original with this factory-style replacement lid, which offers an
authentic appearance. This unique-to-the-package Air Cleaner lid
has been accurately detailed and is manufactured in steel and
comes painted correct shade of factory orange.

CRICMF234 262.06

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Charger parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
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Early Birds
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25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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